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Abstract. In this paper we present the approaches and contributions
of team homer@UniKoblenz that were developed for and applied during
the RoboCup@Home competitions. In particular, we highlight the differ-
ent abstraction layers of our software architecture that allows for rapid
application development based on the ROS actionlib. This architectural
design enables us to focus on the development of new algorithms and
approaches and significantly helped us in winning the RoboCup@Home
competition in 2015. We further give an outlook on recently published
open-source software for service robots that can be downloaded from our
ROS package repository on http://wiki.ros.org/agas-ros-pkg.
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1 Introduction

This paper introduces our team homer@UniKoblenz and its scientific approaches
and contributions to the RoboCup@Home competition. Its predecessor team,
resko@UniKoblenz, was founded in 2006 by the scientific supervisor and the
students of a practical course in the curriculum of the Active Vision Group
(AGAS). The team and its robot Robbie participated in the RoboCup Rescue
league. Among others, resko@UniKoblenz won twice the RoboCup Rescue cham-
pionship in the category “autonomy” (2007 and 2008).

Because of rising demands on hardware engineering in the Rescue league we
put our focus on the @Home league in 2008. This league offered a greater op-
portunity to follow the original research interests of our group, vision and sensor
data processing, while having significantly less demands on hardware engineering
and mechatronics. While using the rescue robot for the @Home competition in
2008, one year later we built our service robot Lisa. In the beginning, Lisa’s soft-
ware was largely based on Robbie’s, however, over time many new components
were added, specializing on typical at home tasks like human-robot interaction,
object perception and manipulation.

http://wiki.ros.org/agas-ros-pkg


Since our first participation in the RoboCup@Home league, Lisa and homer-
@UniKoblenz won many awards, among others the Innovation Award (2010)
and the Technical Challenge Award (2012). However, the greatest success in the
team’s history was the 1st place in the RoboCup@Home competition in 2015.

So far, we collaborate with the RoboCup teams Pumas [5] and Golem [9]
by organizing research visits and workshops on the Robot Operation System
(ROS) [12]. Further, we published some of the integral software components
needed to create a service robot on our ROS package repository website1. These
components are explained in great detail in a contributed chapter in a book on
ROS [4].

To this day, the team consists of students pursuing their Bachelor and Master
studies and is supervised by a PhD student of the Active Vision Group. Conse-
quently, most of the students leave the team after only one year and new students
take their places. Therefore, it is very important to provide an architecture that
is easy to learn and to maintain to allow new students to start developing new
algorithms very quickly. This paper introduces our approaches to accomplish
these goals and is structured as described in the following.

Section 2 shortly introduces our robot Lisa and its hardware components.
The software architecture used by our team is presented in Section 3. Different
abstraction layers are introduced and related to the service robot architecture
structure proposed by Pineda et al. in [10]. The algorithms and contributions
used by our team in the competitions are explained in Section 4. This is fol-
lowed by Section 5 that presents recent and ongoing research in the Active
Vision Group that is incorporated into our robot’s software. Finally, Section 6
summarizes this paper and gives an outlook to our future plans and research.

2 Service Robot Lisa

In this year’s competition we used two robots (Fig. 1). The blue Lisa is our main
robot and is built upon a CU-2WD-Center robotics platform2. The old Lisa
serves as an auxiliary robot and uses the Pioneer3-AT platform. Every robot
is equipped with a single notebook that is responsible for all computations.
Currently, we are using a Lenovo Thinkpad W520 equipped with an Intel Core
i7-2670QM processor, 12 GB of RAM with Ubuntu Linux 14.04 and ROS Indigo.

Each robot is equipped with a laser range finder (LRF) for navigation and
mapping. A second LRF at a lower height serves for small obstacle detection.

The most important sensors of the blue Lisa are set up on top of a pan-tilt
unit. Thus, they can be rotated to search the environment or take a better view
of a specific position of interest. Apart from a RGB-D camera (Asus Xtion) and a
high resolution RGB camera (IDS UI-5580CP-C-HQ), a directional microphone
(Rode VideoMic Pro) is mounted on the pan-tilt unit.

A 6 DOF robotic arm (Neuronics Katana 400HD) is used for mobile ma-
nipulation. It is certified for a safe operation around humans and is able to

1AGAS ROS packages: http://wiki.ros.org/agas-ros-pkg
2Manufacturer of our robotic platform: http://www.ulrichc.de

http://wiki.ros.org/agas-ros-pkg
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Fig. 1: Lisa (in blue) on the left is our main robot. The Lisa (right) serves as
auxiliary robot.

manipulate light-weight objects up to 0.5 kg. The end effector is a custom setup
and consists of 4 Festo Finray-fingers.

Finally, a Raspberry Pi inside the casing of the blue Lisa is equipped with
a 433 MHz radio emitter. It is used to switch device sockets and thus allows to
use the robot as a mobile interface for smart home devices.

3 Software Architecture

Since the foundation of our team we were using a message-based software archi-
tecture. In the beginning we used the middleware Robbie [22] that was developed
in our group. Robbie is a modular architecture that uses messages to exchange
data between modules. Each module runs in its own thread and interfaces li-
braries, hardware drivers or third-party applications. With the advent of ROS
we started a step by step conversion of our software modules, which was finished
in 2014. Because of the similar design ideas in both architectures, the conver-
sion was easy to manage. Using ROS as middleware facilitates the integration of
existing packages, but also sharing our own code with the growing ROS commu-
nity. Further, we do not need to maintain the middleware and, thus, are able to
concentrate on developing new algorithms. This is particularly important, since
each year many experienced students are replaced by new ones. However, like
in the time of the Robbie architecture, we still adhere to the idea of encapsulat-
ing algorithms in stand-alone libraries that are connected by ROS nodes to the
application.

In the following we want to highlight some aspects of our architecture and
introduce our approaches in implementing RoboCup@Home tests.



3.1 Abstraction Levels

Although our software mainly consists of ROS packages and libraries, several
different abstraction layers can be distinguished. We identify the following levels:
the functionality level, the behavior level and the application level. Components
at each abstraction level are allowed to use only modules from the same or a
lower level.

The lowest level is the functionality level. It is formed by nodes that directly
access a library or a hardware driver to fulfill one functionality or execute a
specific algorithm. Examples are interfacing the robot platform or a sensor, but
also executing algorithms like path planning or object recognition. To avoid
fragmentation into too small components, these nodes are not limited to exactly
interface one algorithm or device. For instance, the node responsible for planning
an arm trajectory for grasping also accesses the controller that is responsible to
execute the planned path. All these nodes have a rather simple structure, mostly
taking a request and providing a response. Because of this type of utilization in
most cases it is favorable to use ROS services as interfaces, rather than messages.

The second level is the behavior level. This level is composed by nodes em-
ploying the ROS actionlib3. The actionlib provides standardized interfaces to
define and execute (long running) preemptable tasks. While the task is exe-
cuted, periodic feedback is provided on the state of the task execution. In our
system, actions are defined at different levels of granularity. Some actions merely
encapsulate one functionality (e.g. voice synthesis), while others contain more
complex tasks like grasping an object. The latter example includes detecting and
recognizing the object, positioning the robot accordingly and finally moving the
arm while avoiding obstacles. System components on this abstraction level are
allowed to use other actions (mostly of minor granularity) to facilitate compo-
sition of more complex behaviors. In general, complex actions are implemented
using state machines that react to different outcomes of sub-task execution. We
are currently working on integrating more versatile error handling and feedback
for every action.

The third and highest abstraction level is the application level. This level con-
tains predefined or dynamic sequences of behaviors and functionalities, e.g. the
RoboCup@Home tests. At this level, a high-level task specification language as
proposed in [11] or [24] might be handy to facilitate complex behavior description
and application composition. In our case we decided to use the same program-
ming language (C++) as was used in all other abstraction levels, to facilitate
the integration of new students. However, we implemented special encapsulating
interfaces to be used at this level that significantly facilitate application imple-
mentation as compared to pure state machines and ROS interfaces. Subsection
3.3 provides more details on these interfaces.

3ROS actionlib documentation: http://wiki.ros.org/actionlib

http://wiki.ros.org/actionlib


3.2 Relation to Service Robot Concepts

In [10] Pineda et al. discuss a concept and functional structure of a service robot.
They identify the following three system levels in service robot design: system
programming, robotic algorithms and the functional specification. These three
system levels are related to Newel’s levels of computational systems [8], stating
that the first two layers can be reduced to more basic components. However, the
functional specification level emerges from the lower levels providing additional
knowledge about a task structure and, thus, can not be reduced to components of
lower levels. For this reason, Pineda et al. propose a specialized task specification
language [11].

They further propose two functionality layers: Application and Behaviors.
The Application layer, being the higher layer, defines the task structure and
conceptually corresponds to our application level. The Behaviors layer contains
structured hierarchical objects corresponding to basic tasks and conceptually
resembles our two basic levels: the functionality and the behavior level. In the
hierarchical objects on the Behavior layer of Pineda et al., the lowest hierarchy
level can be compared to our functional level, whereas the higher hierarchies are
similar to our behavior level. However, the exact relation of our system levels to
the ones proposed by Pineda et al. is not that clear in this case.

Another crucial component in service robot design identified in [10] is task
management. Task management allows the robot to assess its current state,
react to unexpected situations and perform proper error handling and recovery.
To this date our system architecture lacks a unified task management and task
planning component. Although basic task management strategies exist, they
are loosely coupled and do not properly relate to the abstraction layers of our
system architecture. Since task management is an important component, we are
currently focusing on developing a task management concept that best suits our
demands.

3.3 Implementing RoboCup@Home Tests

RoboCup@Home tests consist of different behaviors and functionalities that are
combined in a specific way to create a desired application. Hence, they reside
on the application abstraction level. Pineda et al. [10] identify two different
types of RoboCup@Home tests: static and dynamic tasks. While almost all
RoboCup@Home tests describe a predefined sequence of actions and are there-
fore considered static, the General Purpose Service Robot (GPSR) test is the
only one with a dynamic task structure.

To enable simple static task implementation, we have created a utility module
that encapsulates all behaviors our robot can execute. The most simple test is
the Robot Inspection, where the robot is waiting in front of a closed door. As soon
as the door is opened, the robot navigates to a predefined inspection position.
After being inspected the robot receives a speech command to exit the arena. In
our software architecture, the implementation for this test would look like this:



1 ros::NodeHandle n;

2

3 Robot lisa(n);

4 lisa.waitForDoor();

5 lisa.navigateTo("inspection");

6 lisa.speak("I am ready for inspection");

7 lisa.speak("Say ’exit now’ if you want me to exit");

8 lisa.waitForCommand("exit now");

9 lisa.navigateTo("exit");

Of course this is a simple example where the robot does not have to react to
the result of one command to decide which command is next or which parameters
to pass to the next command. In practice, even static tasks are rich in control
structures like loops and conditional clauses. However, these programs are still
easy to read and task oriented, by hiding the implementation details.

Note that all of the behaviors in the above example are blocking. The next
command is only executed when the previous one was completed. Nevertheless,
sometimes a non-blocking version is required, which is also available in the pro-
vided interface. The downside of this approach is that this convenience module
gets very complex and requires careful maintenance. We are currently consider-
ing several ideas on how to improve these interfaces.

Unlike the other tests, the GPSR test does not have a predefined task se-
quence. This test is divided into three types of complexity. The first type is an
unknown sequence of commands from a known set that need to be executed in
the correct order. The second type is similar to the first one, but might contain
missing information that the robot must infer on its own or optionally ask for
clarification. The third and most complex type deals with incomplete and erro-
neous information that requires task planning and complex situation analysis.

To solve this test, we use a natural language parser with keyword spotting.
Individual tasks and the corresponding parameters are extracted from the given
command and executed one after another. Missing information is obtained from
a knowledge base containing a hierarchical definition of objects, categories and
places. So far all of these information is inserted manually into the knowledge
base after being specified by the organizers of the competition. However, this
simple approach only allows for solving the first and second type of GPSR com-
mands. The third type requires more complex reasoning and task management
which is subject of ongoing work.

4 Approaches and Contribution

In this section we briefly describe the software that we recently contributed to
the RoboCup and ROS community. More details are provided in our current
team description paper [18] and a detailed tutorial in [4]. Further, we describe
other algorithms and approaches that we use to realize the functionalities and
behaviors needed for typical @Home tasks.



Fig. 2: Mapping and Navigation example Fig. 3: Different face expressions

Fig. 4: Object recognition example

4.1 Software Contributions

We offer ROS packages for the following tasks: Mapping and Navigation [25]
based on [27] (Fig. 2), Object Recognition [15] (Fig. 4), Speech Recognition and
Synthesis and a Robot Face [13] (Fig. 3) for human robot interaction. Addi-
tionally, a Graphical User Interface provides convenient interfaces to access the
provided functionalities. Video tutorials are available online4.

4.2 Approaches and Algorithms

In this Section we introduce our approaches to some important areas of func-
tionalities.

Speech Recognition For speech recognition we integrated and evaluated dif-
ferent approaches. In the past we used PocketSphinx 5 for speech recognition. To
improve recognition results, different dictionaries were activated depending on
the current state of the task (e.g. if the robot was asking for a drink order only
drink names could be understood).

Another approach we tried was the integration of the Android speech recog-
nition. Although an internet connection improves recognition results, it is not

4homer@UniKoblenz channel with video tutorials: https://www.youtube.com/

user/homerUniKoblenz
5Speech recognition system PocketSphinx: http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/

pocketsphinx/

https://www.youtube.com/user/homerUniKoblenz
https://www.youtube.com/user/homerUniKoblenz
http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/pocketsphinx/
http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/pocketsphinx/


mandatory. The main benefit of this approach is that no dictionary needs to
be defined and the robot will be enabled to understand everything. This opens
different scenarios towards general purpose robotics.

Finally, the approach we are currently using is the grammar based VoCon
speech recognition by Nuance6. We use the begin and end of speech detection
to improve recognition results and discard results below a certain confidence
threshold. With the Nuance VoCon approach we were able to win the speech
recognition benchmark task at the RoboCup 2015 in Hefei.

Multi-robot Coordination Our first approach to multi-robot coordination
aimed at a hierarchical structure, where one robot being the master sent com-
mands to the slave robot [14]. The good speech recognition results we achieved
this year allowed for a new experiment. To our best knowledge, we showed the
first robot-robot interaction in the RoboCup@Home using natural language. In
the final demonstration both robots assigned tasks to one another using synthe-
sized speech and recognizing it. We used a WiFi fallback in case a command
was not understood in a certain time. As the human voice is already a general
interface for service robots in RoboCup@Home, we showed that it can be used
for robots as well. Furthermore, it is imaginable to use it as a general robot-robot
interaction interface, even for robots of different teams.

Of course, data that can not be expressed in human language (e.g. object
models, slam maps) has to be exchanged in a traditional way. However, if robots
communicated using natural language e.g. for task assignment, people would
be aware of what the robot is doing and could even provide modifications to
previously assigned tasks (“Set the table for one more person, we will have a
guest.”).

People Detection and Tracking People are detected by the combination of
three sensors. The laser range finder is used to detect legs, while the RGB camera
image provides data for face detection. We use the face detection algorithm
implemented in the OpenCV library7. Finally, the depth camera allows to detect
silhouettes of persons [20].

For people tracking we use rich RGB-D data from a depth camera. The sensor
is mounted on a pan-tilt unit to actively follow the current person of interest. Our
people tracker is based on the publicly available 3D people detector of Murano et
al. [7] in combination with online appearance learning using adaboost classifiers
on color histograms. We estimate the target position and velocity using a linear
Kalman filter with a constant velocity motion model. At every time step, we
select the detection with highest classification score inside the gating region for
target association and update the classifier with positive and negative samples

6VoCon speech recognition: http://www.nuance.com/for-business/

speech-recognition-solutions/vocon-hybrid/index.htm
7OpenCV face detection: http://docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/tutorials/

objdetect/cascade_classifier/cascade_classifier.html

http://www.nuance.com/for-business/speech-recognition-solutions/vocon-hybrid/index.htm
http://www.nuance.com/for-business/speech-recognition-solutions/vocon-hybrid/index.htm
http://docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/tutorials/objdetect/cascade_classifier/cascade_classifier.html
http://docs.opencv.org/2.4/doc/tutorials/objdetect/cascade_classifier/cascade_classifier.html


from the set of current detections accordingly. Occlusion detection is based on
classification scores as well. We perform Kalman update and appearance learning
only if the highest classification score exceeds a given threshold.

Object Detection and Recognition Objects for mobile manipulation are de-
tected by first segmenting horizontal planes as table hypotheses from the point
cloud of the RGB-D camera. Subsequently, all points above the plane are clus-
tered and the resulting clusters considered as objects. We combine the advan-
tages of the point clouds from the RGB-D camera with the high resolution images
from the IDS camera by calculating the correspondences between the points in
the point cloud and the pixels in the color image. To accomplish this, the relative
pose between the depth sensor and the color sensor of the camera was calculated
with a stereo calibration algorithm [2]. With the knowledge about the relative
poses between the two sensors we were able to project the position of detected
objects in the point cloud into the color images and use a high resolution image
patch from the IDS camera for object recognition.

Transparent objects (in our case drinking glasses) are detected by making use
of one fault of the structured light sensor. The light emitted by the RGB-D cam-
era is scattered in transparent objects providing no valid depth information. We
segment areas with no depth data and compare them with drinking glass con-
tour templates. Since the supporting table plane around the transparent objects
has valid depth information, a size and location estimation of the transparent
objects is obtained and used for grasping. However, we are currently conducting
experiments with a deep convolutional neural network to augment recognition
and detection results of transparent objects.

Object Manipulation We use an A* search algorithm within the arm config-
uration space to plan an arm trajectory for grasping. To avoid collisions, we run
an on-the-fly collision detection in which we check a simplified arm model repre-
sented by a set of line segments against a kd-tree build on the depth image of the
environment. The planned path is smoothed with a recursive line fitting algo-
rithm in the configuration space. The resulting path consists of a minimal set of
configurations which are directly connected by linear moves in the configuration
space. Although our approach works well, we are not satisfied with the runtime
of the planning algorithms, especially if lots of obstacles are present. Therefore,
we are integrating the MoveIt library8 which promises a flexible framework with
many different algorithms to choose from.

5 Current Research

Apart from the various fields mentioned in the previous Sections that we are
currently working on the main focus is put into computer vision. The two most
important topics are highlighted in this section.

8MoveIt library: http://moveit.ros.org/

http://moveit.ros.org/


Fig. 5: Sitting affordance detection
with suggested human body pose.

Fig. 6: Recognition result and esti-
mated bounding box.

3D Object Recognition Leibe et al. presented the Implicit Shape Model
(ISM) algorithm as an extension to the popular bag-of-keypoints approach in
[6]. Recently, extensions of the ISM approach to 3D data have been proposed
[3,26]. Unlike in related work on 3D ISM, we use a continuous Hough-space voting
scheme. In our approach [16] (Fig. 6), SHOT features [23] from segmented objects
are learned. However, contrary to the ISM formulation, we do not cluster the
features. Instead, to generalize from learned shape descriptors, we match each
detected feature with the k nearest learned features in the detection step. Each
matched feature casts a vote into a continuous Hough-space. Maxima for object
hypotheses are detected with the Mean-Shift Mode Estimation algorithm [1].
In a recent work we compared our algorithm with other approaches [17] and
achieved best results. Still, the long runtime of our approach is a drawback that
we are currently working on. Apart from this purely shape based approach we
are also working on combining 2D and 3D features to improve object recognition
results based on RGB-D point clouds [19].

Affordance Detection Affordances have gained much popularity for object
classification and scene analysis. Our current research focuses on sitting affor-
dances to analyze scenes regarding sitting possibilities for an anthropomorphic
agent. Recently, we introduced the concept of fine-grained affordances [21]. It
allows to distinguish affordances on a fine-grained scale (e.g. sitting without
backrest, sitting with backrest, sitting with armrests) and thus facilitates the
object classification process. Additionally, our approach estimates the sitting
pose with regard to the detected object (Fig. 5).

Our current work on that field focuses on adding more affordances, but also
experimenting with other agent models. We plan to extend our method to detect-
ing different fine-grained grasping affordances and thus allow for precise grasp
planning for mobile manipulation.

6 Summary and Outlook

In this paper we have presented the approaches developed and applied by our
team homer@UniKoblenz with robot Lisa that participates in the RoboCup@-



Home competition. A special emphasis was put on our software architecture and
the therein subsumed abstraction layers that significantly facilitate application
development even for new team members without a robotics background.

We further gave a short introduction into our contributed software pack-
ages available at our ROS package repository. As we continue developing and
improving our software, more packages will be made available to everyone.

Our plans for the future are twofold. On one hand we will continue research in
the computer vision field, focusing on 3D object recognition, affordance detection
and transparent object detection. On the other hand we will investigate how a
meaningful task management can be included into our software architecture.
This is an inevitable step towards general purpose service robots which need to
be able to handle and recover from errors, be aware of their environment and
react to unexpected situations.
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